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Congress Passes Final Student Loan Interest Rate Fix 
 
On Wednesday, July 31, the House passed a Senate-amended version of H.R. 1911, the Bipartisan 
Student Loan Certainty Act of 2013, by a vote of 392 to 31, putting an end to months of Congressional 
gridlock over the increase in subsidized Stafford loan rates that occurred on July 1st . The Senate had 
passed the bill the previous week, by a vote of 81 to 18. 
 
Under the bill, all federal student loan interest rates (except Perkins) will be tied to the 10-Year Treasury 
bond yield. For undergrads, all loans will be set at the 10-year Treasury yield plus 2.05 percentage 
points, and capped at 8.25%. The interest rate is fixed over the life of the loan. Important to note, the 
undergraduate rate is no longer divided into subsidized and unsubsidized loan rates, but instead 
Congress chose to implement one rate for both types of undergraduate Stafford loans. For the upcoming 
school year, the bill results in interest rates at 3.86% for undergrads. Students who are enrolled at least 
half-time will continue to receive an in-school interest subsidy on their undergraduate Stafford loans. 
Future academic year’s interest rates will be determined by the auction of 10-Year Treasury notes 
occurring before each June 1st.  
 
For graduate Stafford loans, interest rates will be set at the 10-year Treasury bond yield plus 3.6 
percentage points, and capped at 9.5%. For PLUS loans, it’s the yield plus 4.6 percentage points, and 
capped at 10.5%. This results in a 5.41% interest rate for graduate Stafford, and a 6.41% interest rate for 
PLUS loans this fall. Current interest rates for graduate Stafford loans and PLUS loans are fixed at 6.8% 
and 7.9% respectively.  
 
The bill also removes the current cap for consolidated loans, and instead relies of a formula whereby the 
rate is equal to the weighted average of the interest rates on the loans consolidated, rounded to the 
nearest higher one-eighth of one percent.  Currently students consolidating their loans may select the 
lower of either the weighted average interest rates or 8.25%.   
 
Because interest rates are low right now, the measure means all borrowers will get an interest rate break 
on student loans for the upcoming academic year, compared to previous rates. However, concern has 
been expressed regarding the potential for interest rates to rise in the future, especially with the higher 
caps. ACCT joined with other higher education organizations to express support for H.R. 1911, with the 
caveat that we hope Congress will reexamine rates if they increase significantly in the future.  
 
During Senate consideration of the bill, Senators Patty Murray (D-WA) and Al Franken (D-MN) sought 
to offer an amendment to H.R. 1911 which would redirect the projected $715 million in savings 
generated from the bill.  Of this amount, $691 million would have gone into the Pell Grant program, 
putting a large dent into the projected shortfall for FY 2015. The remainder would be used for a partial 
restoration of Pell Grant and Title IV eligibility for Ability-to-Benefit (ATB) students who are 

http://www.acct.org/files/Advocacy/Letters%20to%20Congress/FINAL%20Assn%20Letter%20on%20S%201334.pdf


participating in career-pathway programs. However, the amendment was not considered on the floor. 
ACCT strongly supported this effort, and sent the following letter to the Senate encouraging its 
consideration:  Senate ATB letter.  
 
H.R. 1911 is expected to be signed into law by the President in the coming week.   
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